INVITE AVRAM TO SPEAK
The SeedofAbraham.net
Avram Yehoshua is the senior elder and minister of The Seed of Abraham. He was born in Brooklyn, New
York on May 24th, 1951. He gave his life to Yeshua (Hebrew for Jesus) and was Born Again when he was
24 years old in October 1975. The Lord Yeshua has gifted Avram in the area of teaching the Scriptures
(both Old and New), pastoring, evangelizing and writing biblical articles and books. Avram pastored congregations of Jews and Gentiles in Tulsa, Oklahoma for 15 years, and in Eilat, Israel for one year. He has
also taught more than 500 times in churches of all denominations, in the USA and in Israel, on the holiness of Yeshua from an Old Testament perspective, and also, God’s end-time challenge and blessing for
the Bride of Messiah—The Hebraic Perspective.
Avram is a dynamic Spirit filled teacher and is available to bring messages on the biblical themes of holiness and The Hebraic Perspective. He is willing to debate any Christian minister or scholar, in a public forum, concerning The Hebraic Perspective—the walking out of our faith in Yeshua through all the laws
and rules of Moses that apply to us; as well as debating any rabbi about Yeshua being the Messiah of Israel. These debates may not bring the scholar nor the rabbi into belief, but it will provide scriptural evidence to the people in the audience so that they can judge for themselves the truth of these matters.
While a pastor in Tulsa, OK, Avram went Jewish door to Jewish door, witnessing to all the Jewish people
in the Tulsa metropolitan area. God was preparing him to live and witness to thousands of his Jewish people in Israel in personal one on one evangelism, where he lived for 16 years. Avram also sent out 36 Jewish Newsletters to all the Jewish people in Oklahoma, as well as to Jews in 40 other states and a few other
countries. The Jewish Newsletters are 4 to 8 pages long and present an event or person from the Old Testament. Avram explains what it meant to ancient Israel and then reveals how Yeshua is in the midst of it.
The Jewish Newsletters can be read on the website at The SeedofAbraham.net under ‘Jewish Newsl.’
Avram is also the author of The Lifting of the Veil: Acts 15:20-21. It’s the definitive book on how those
two verses, 18 years after the resurrection, establish Mosaic Law for every Christian.1 John Abernathy, a
minister in Texas, wrote of it: A ground breaking, incredibly valuable work! Pete Rambo, a minister in
South Carolina, said: “NO better treatment of Acts 15:20-21 on the planet than this book!” Joshua
Woehrer, in Wisconsin, stated: “Very impressive!…extremely thorough, providing a biblically sound explanation of why the four rules by James in Acts were placed upon the Gentiles.” Yakov Snyder, a minister in Cincinnati, Ohio, exclaimed:
This “is one of the most important books you’ll ever read…Well written, well researched
and an extremely in-depth analysis of the issue of Torah” (Mosaic Law).
Timothy Beukman, a minister in Cape Town, South Africa, wrote,
“I have read many views on Acts 15 and never have I read what you wrote in your book. I
commend your diligent research and understanding of this particular scripture. …Your
understanding on this topic far supersedes messianic teachers and pastors alike. As I read
it and came to understand that the four rules are a representative whole, it blew my mind
away. I have used your book as a teaching tool within our small group and it has been a
success…Your layout and interaction with the material is great. You have taught me a lot
with your understanding and the help of the Holy Spirit. Coming out of the church and
seminary, and seeing how things have been twisted first hand, and having this book and
the understanding you bring out on the four rules, has laid a whole new foundation for
me.…This was a great book! Thank you so much!”
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Compare Mt. 22:35-40; Acts 21:20-24; 25:8; Romans 3:20, 31; 7:7, 12, 14; 1st John 2:6; Rev. 14:12.

Avram has also written a book called called SAM the Thrower. It’s about his times of witnessing in Israel and he has interspersed his testimony in it. It’s like you’re right there with Avram as he witnesses to
his Jewish people, and it turns out to be a veritable ‘how to’ witness to a Jewish person through actual encounters. It’s extremely riveting. Avram’s books are free to read, to the glory of Messiah Yeshua:
1. The Lifting of the Veil—Acts 15:20-21 at http://seedofabraham.net/The-Lifting-of-the-Veil.pdf.
2. SAM the Thrower at http://seedofabraham.net/Sam-the-Rock-Thrower.pdf.
Avram and his wife Ruti lived in Israel for 16 years, daily witnessing to their Jewish people about Yeshua.
In April 2013 they were arrested (having been denied Israeli citizenship since 1995 because of their faith
in Messiah Yeshua), imprisoned for 10 days and deported from Israel. From April 2013 to the present, the
Lord has led Avram to minister in churches, home fellowships and Bible studies in 35 states in the USA.
Here are some of the divine messages that Yeshua has given to Avram for His Body:
1. The Essence of Moses’ Holiness—A Unique Glimpse into the Heart of Jesus. This teaching reveals Moses as the closest man in the Old Testament to the character and power of Yeshua; what the
highest form of biblical holiness is, and what the Holy Spirit wants to do with every Christian.

2. The Feasts of Israel as Time Markers After the Resurrection. A major indication that Mosaic
Law hasn’t been done away with by the crucifixion, and that it’s still God’s holy Standard that he
wants all Christians to walk out their faith in Messiah Yeshua through, is Luke and Paul’s use of the
Feasts of Israel as time markers in the Book of Acts and First Corinthians. These time markers reveal
when an event happened, using the Feasts of Israel, which would have been meaningless to the Gentiles if the Feasts, which are part of Mosaic Law, had been done away with at Messiah’s death.
3. Peter and the Pig—Avram explains the biblical meaning of the heavenly sheets of unclean animals
in Peter’s vision of Acts 10, as well as 2 other proof texts the Church uses to justify its teaching that
Christians can eat pig and shrimp, etc: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCSKVsmDmJ0&t=1675s.
4. The Tabernacle of Moses—is a reflection of Heaven (i.e. the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit).
The Ark of the Covenant, and The Rod of Aaron that came to life are two of the teachings of the
Tabernacle. For instance, the way the Tribes of Israel set up camp was actually a picture of the four
different paradoxical characteristics of Messiah Yeshua as king/servant and divine/human.
5. Mosaic Sacrifice and the Blood of Yeshua—The five major Mosaic sacrifices all point to the Holy
Spirit’s desire and ability to transform the believer into the Image of Messiah Yeshua.
6. Mosaic Sacrifice in the New Testament—Animal sacrifice continued throughout the apostolic period, and even the Apostle Paul affirmed it (Acts 12:20-24), which obviously means that Mosaic Law
was still valid for the Apostles, and therefore, for every Christian today.
7. John 13:1-17—A Picture of Glory: This message explains why Peter both refused to have Yeshua
wash his feet and why Peter then said, “Lord, not my feet only, but also my hands and my head!” It
also reveals how to walk in Messiah’s impossible commandment of loving our enemies.
8. The Ultimate Test for God! The Binding of Isaac—Genesis 22 is the divine prototype of God the
Father offering up His own unique Son, while within the text itself God’s provision for Israel is seen.
If you would like Avram to speak in your congregation, home fellowship or Bible study, please contact
him through the email at the Homepage (The SeedofAbraham.net).2
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